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Samolot Beech Bonanza (klasa 50 EP-
GP)(wersja z ogonem V-Tail) ARF - VQ-Models

Dostępność Dostępny

Kod producenta VQA136V

Kod EAN 22020523

Producent VQ-Models

Opis produktu

Beechcraft Bonanza V-tail 46 size EP-GP 

The Beechcraft Bonanza is an American general aviation aircraft introduced in 1947 by Beech Aircraft Corporation of Wichita,
Kansas. The six-seater, single-engine aircraft is still being produced by Beechcraft and has been in continuous production
longer than any other airplane in history. More than 17,000 Bonanzas of all variants have been built, produced in both
distinctive V-tail as well as conventional tail configurations.

Now , VQ Introduce the Beech Bonanza 46 size EP-GP V-tail after the cuessful of normal tail . This Bonanza V-tail come with 2
scale flap , 1 x painted pilots , platic antena ,plywood seat . Also we have supply in the kit some scale detail make by ply wood
sothat you can make your Bonanza look like a real one .

With the big battery hatch , you can use both Electric motor or Nitro engine . .

As an option , the Electric retracts with struts ( VQ-ARE13S ) or Electric retracts with nose gear struts only ( VQ-ARE14) is good
choise for this Bonanza ,It make this Bonanza become one of the best Balsa sacle 46 size EP-GP in the market.

Specifications:
Wingspan : 1580mm
Fuselage Lenght : 1190mm
Weight ( Ready to fly ) : 3,1-3,2 kg
Engine : 46-52/ 2 stroke or 62-72/ 4 stroke
Radio : 6 channesl with 7-8 servos ( 3x standard servos and 4x Mini servo ( 17grams ) for Flap – Aileron
Electric Motor : Boost 50 motor or any Electric Motor same size with 46 2 stroke engine
Battery : Lipo 14,8V 4500 mAh

Features:
All Balsa and lite-ply construction
- Fully covered in weathered detail
- Fiberglass cowling
- Reinstalled painted pilot
- Control surfaces pre-hinged and installed
-Two piece wing with Aluminium Wing Joiner

Includes:
- Assembly instructions with stage photos
- Fiberglass cowling
- 1 x Fiberglass painted pilot
- Wheels and wheels cover
- Ply wood – Pilot seat
- Engine mounts
- Fuel tank
- Aluminimum wing joiner
- Decals and all hardware
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Option :
1/ E-Retracts with struts : VQ-ARE13S
2/E-Retracts with struts ( for nose gear only ) VQ-ARE14

Note : Bonanza use the same E-retracts with struts for T-34

Does not include: radio, motor, glue, and silicon fuel line

Product code: VQA136V
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